
python Modules and 
Numbers

Introduction to Programming



Today
 Numeric data types and calculators  

 Formatting output

 Python Modules



Last Week 

 How do you add a comment?

 How do you input data from the 

keyboard?

 What is data type ?

 Python functions

 “#” commenting

 Type()

 Float()

 Int()

 raw_input ()

 print

 “,”

 “\n” 



Variables and 
Assignments

 A variable ‘holds’ a value in memory so 

that it can be recalled easily.

 Assignment statements assign values to 

variables

 Radius = 7.5

 Pi = 3.14

 x = 2 * pi * r

x contains the 
evaluation of the 
RHS and is stored 
in memory



Data Type

 Data type of radius variable will be a 

float.

 Data type of age variable will be a int.

 Data type of name variable will be a 

string.

 .

 .

 radius = 7.5

 age=20

 name=“bob” 

 .

 .

 .



Inputting 
numbers from 
the keyboard

raw_input() prompts the user 

with a message and makes a list 

of the string of keystrokes that 

the user responds with

float() then converts the 

string of keystrokes to a 

floating-point representation 

x = float ( raw_input (" Enter x : ") )

x = int ( raw_input (" Enter x : ") )



Printing Output

 What is the output of:

 The comma separates with a space

 The print usually adds a new line

 What about this:

x=2
print " some garbage " ,3,x,x+5

x=2
print x,
print x+1,
print x+2
print " Finished "

2 3 4
Finished



Numbers in Python



Numeric Data 
Type

 The numeric value in the variable will 

either be stored as a int data type or 

float data type.

 Integer value must not contain a 

decimal point

 Float value must contain a decimal 

point

 In the examples below, radius and 

circumference will be floats, while 

age will be an int.

 Radius = 7.5

 Pi = 3.14

 circumference = 2 * pi * r

 current_year=2013

 age=current_year-1996



Integers and 
Floats

 Python interpreter has 2 calculators

 One for processing whole (integer) 

numbers,  e.g. 2016

 current_year=2016

 age=current_year-1996

 One for processing float (decimal) 

numbers, e.g. 7.5

 Radius = 7.5

 Pi = 3.14

 circumference = 2 * pi * r



Integers and 
Floats

 int

 Float

 Both can be either positive or negative

 Range of a numeric type 

 The register in the process has memory 

limits (264)

 About 15 digits of precision for floats in 

the range 10-300 and 10300



Operators and 
Expressions

Priority Operator Result

1 (expr) Brackets

2 f(expr) Function evaluation

3 x**y Exponention, i.e. xy

4 x*y
x/y
x%y

Multiplication
Division
Remainder
(modulus)

5 x+y
x-y

Addition
Subtraction

•Operations of equal priority are performed in left to right order 
•Consistent with BODMAS/BIDMAS rule



Which Calculator 
is Used?

Data types Calculator

int * int Integer

float * float Float

int * float Float (converts int to 
float)

float * int Float (converts int to 
float)

What happens with 3 / 4?
• Done in integer calculator, so answer will be 0 (not 0.75)

• 1 / 2 * 3.14 = 0
• Because / and * are of equal priority

• Solution: make sure all literals (values) have decimal points
• Forces the float calculator to be used



Output Formatting



Print

 Output data can be formatted with 
the % operator

 Inherited from C

 x and y are replaced by %d and % f

 The number of values in the brackets 
must match the number of % format 
operators within the string.

 Furthermore the type of format 
operator (%d or %f) must match the 
data type of the value

x = 23
y = 21.9471
print "The answers are %d and %f"%(x,y)

The answers are 23 and 21.9471

d for integer
f for float type



Formatting 
Numbers

 Using the % operator you can also control the 

formatting

 %4.1f means print the number in a column 

width of 4 and with one decimal place

 While %6.1f means a column width of 6 and 

one decimal place

 Numbers are always right-adjusted in their 

columns.

 Integers can also be formatted, e.g. to print 

an integer in a column width of 5 use %5d

x1 = 1.0
x2 = 10.0
print " x | x**3"
print " %4.1f | %6.1f"%(x1 ,x1 **3)
print " %4.1f | %6.1f"%(x2 ,x2 **3)



Formatting 
Numbers 

Do not include spaces in the 

format command

Applying formatting to the RHS 

will pad with zeros

Applying formatting to the LHS 

will pad the numbers right with 

spaces (columns), e.g.

X = 1.5
Print "%4.6f" %x
Print "%50.2f" %x

Ouput:

'1.500000'
‘                          1.50'

50 columns inserted



Formatting 
Numbers

 %

 limits the number of decimal places

 Decimal numbers are rounded up

 Values on the lhs of the decimal point 

are unaffected

 It shows 1 decimal place

x1 = 1.96
print " x : %.1f "%x1

Ouput:

x : 2.0



Modules



Functions

 A function is simply a block of Python 

code written in a special way so that it 

may be used many times from 

anywhere.

 E.g. 

 raw_input()

 print 

 int()

 ...



Functions

 Functions may take an input, operates 

on that input and produces an output.

 E.g. Int()

Function
Input(optional) Output(optional)

Block of 
code

We learn 
how to define 

a function 
later

Int()
Input data
(string data 
type )

Output
(integer data 
type)Block of 

code



Functions

 Print()

 E.g. Random()

Random()No input
Output

It can produces a random number 
without any input data  

Block of 
code

Print 
Input 

No Output

Output is on 
the screen 

but it doesn’t 
return any 

value 

Block of 
code



Functions
 E.g. Dir()

Dir No input No Output

Output is on the 
screen but it doesn’t 

return any value.
It doesn’t take any 

input data  

Block of 
code



Functions

 Purpose

 Once defined, can be reused

 If it needs changing, only 1 place to make 

the change

 Efficient code

 ...

 ..

 .



Python Modules ?
 A Python module is simply a file 

containing Python code 

 It contains functions

Function B

Block of 
code

Function C

Block of 
code

Function A

Block of 
code

Function E

Block of 
code

Function ...

Block of 
code

Function D

Block of 
code

Python Module



 The module can be managed 

independently

Function C

Function E

Function A

Function D

Function ...

Function B

Python Module

Hiding the details of 
the functions to reduce 
the complexity and ...

Programmer 
can see the 
functions of 
the modules

Functions are defined 
by experts 

Python Modules ?



 It is then ‘imported’ into the main body 

of code.

 The module can then be re-used in 

many different apps.

Python 
code

Python 
code

Python 
code

Python Modules ?



How to import

 Use the import statement

 E.g. import math

 Once imported, you can use any function 

declared in the module

# Formatting numbers in strings

import math
y= math.sin ( math.pi/6.0 )

Python code

“Sin” is one of the 
function in the “math” 

module



Renaming 
modules

 Some module names may be long

 Constantly retyping can cause errors or 

simply waste time

 So, we can rename them 

 For example

# Formatting numbers in strings

import math as ma
y = ma.sin ( ma.pi /6.0 )

however!
Renaming 

math is 
pointless. 



The dir() and 
help() functions

 To see (list) the functions within a 

module:

 To get a help 

 e.g. help (math.sin)

 IDLE has auto complete,

 try math.<TAB>
 where <TAB> means press the Tab key 

after typing math..

import math
dir (math)



Example 
Modules

 We will use following python modules 

 The math Module

 The random Module

 The turtle Module

 The pylab Module



The math 
Module

 Contains functions such as

 All angles in radians

 Additionally 2 constants defined: e and 

pi

acos(x) 
asin(x) 
atan(x) 
cos(x) 
exp(x) 
fabs(x) 
floor(x) 
log(x) 
log10(x) 
sin(x) 
sqrt(x) 
tan(x)

Arc cosine of x
Arc sine of x
Arc tangent of x
Cosine of x
ex

Absolute value of x
Rounds oat down to 
integer
Natural log of x
Base 10 log of x
Sine of x
Square root of x
Tangent of x



The random 
Module

 Contains functions such as

 Example

random()
uniform(a,b)
randint(a,b)
shuffle(alist) 

Random float in range 0 … 1
Random float in range a … b
Integer N in range a <= N <= b
Shuffles a list

import random
r = random . random () # new random number



The turtle 
Module

 Draws lines on the screen

 As soon as you start to draw, the screen 

is created

 Example

 It doesn’t use Cartesian co-ordinates 

(x,y) but instead always draws from its 

current location

import turtle
turtle . goto (100 ,100)
turtle . goto (-100 ,100)

Turtle graphics 
originated in the 60s to 
mimic a small drawing 
robot called a “turtle”



The turtle 
Module

 The origin of co-ordinates is the centre 

of the screen

 The co-ordinate units are pixels

 If the pen is moved while it is “up”, it 

will move without drawing anything

 The most basic functions are:

goto(x,y) 
up() 
down()

Move pen to point (x, y)
Lift pen to stop drawing
Lower pen to start drawing



The pylab
Module

 The pylab module is a combination of 

Python's numpy and matplotlib modules

 Designed to give Python very similar 

facilities to Matlab

 the dominant commercial program for 

performing complex numerical 

calculations, and which many of you will 

meet in your degree programmes. 

 For most purposes, the main difference 

is that Python is free

 In some ways it's better (it was created by 

a Matlab user who found that Matlab

wasn't powerful enough)

 Doesn't duplicate Matlab libraries 

written for specialists 



Creating a plot 
using pylab

 3 easy steps:

1. import pylab

2. Execute commands to 

create plot

3. then execute the 

command 

pylab.show()to 

display the plot on your 

screen

import pylab
pylab . plot ([1 ,2 ,3 ,4] ,[1 ,4 ,9 ,16] , 'r-')
pylab . show ()

In the toolbar underneath a plot 
is a button enabling
It to be saved in Portable 
Network Graphics (png) format.



Basic Plots

 x and y are lists of numbers enclosed in 

square brackets

 y values are plotted against x values

 Style is a string describing how points 

are marked

 For example:

 Plots (1,1) (2,4) (3,9) (4,16) as a red 

solid line

pylab.plot(x,y,style)

pylab . plot ([1 ,2 ,3 ,4] ,[1 ,4 ,9 ,16] , 'r-')



Basic Plots

 Styles may include colour codes and plot 

types

pylab.plot(x,y,style) plot types

pylab.plot(
[1 ,2 ,3 ,4] ,
[1 ,4 ,9 ,16] 
,'r-')

colours



More Complex 
Plots

 To superimpose, call pylab.plot more 

than once

 pylab.semilogx(x,y,style) – logarithmic 

x-axis

 pylab.semilogy(x,y,style) – logarithmic 

y-axis

 pylab.loglog(x,y,style) - logarithmic x 

and y axis



Error Bars
 pylab.errorbar(x,y,yerr,xerr,style) –

adds error bars

pylab . errorbar([1 ,2 ,3], [1 ,4 ,9], 
[1,1,1], [0,0,0], 'o')



Histogram

 pylab.hist(x,n,[xlow,xhigh])

 Plots a histogram of the data in x using n 

bins between xlow and xhigh. e.g.

pylab.hist([2,3,2,1,5,1,3,2,5,6,1,2],6
,[0.5,6.5])



Improving the 
appearance

 If you want to put Greek or 
mathematical symbols on your plot then 
read the following:

 http://matplotlib.sourceforge.net/users/
mathtext.html

 pylab.xlabel(s)

 pylab.ylabel(s)

 pylab.title(s)

 pylab.text(x,y,s)

 Place the text held in s at data co-
ordinates (x, y)

 pylab.axis([xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax])

 Set the minimum and maximum values 
for the x and y axes.

 pylab.grid(True)



Summary

 Numeric data types and calculators

 Arithmetic operations and numeric data 

types 

 Formatting output

 %d,

 %f

 Python Modules

 Import 

 math

 random

 Turtle:drawing

 Pylab: ploting graph 


